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Crash racers set

Driver receives 31 fractures in his legs but is happy to be alive after 120mph crash in ten-ton race truck. Have you noticed the runoff ramps next to the highway? They are there in case a truck brakes fail, but they do not have them in the Brazilian Formula Truck Series. Just some tire walls made to stop much lighter race cars. So when the brakes on Diumar Beuno's Volvo race truck failed at nearly 120 mph
at the end of the 1.9-mile course's longest straight, he veered onto the grass in an attempt to slow down. But a ten-ton vehicle moving at this speed doesn't throw inertia so easily. The grass had little effect on the race-spec semi, which actually becomes airborne before crashing through the barrier, plummeting 50 feet to a mangled stop. Beuno survived the crash, suffering a broken leg and a broken arm.
He will be able to walk for six months, but were it not for security functions it could have been a hell of a lot worse. As much as we entrust computers with the details of our lives, it only takes a mechanical hiccup to curse them to condemnation. But when things go wrong, it's our lives that fill with pandemonium. Of course, just like in Dante's Inferno, there are many degrees of computer-enabled disorder. In
fact, although the computer crashes first described the errors that came from a hard drive read/write head literally crashing against the hard drive's casks, the term today extends to any unexpected computer arrest, whether software application failure, operating system crashes, or coffee spills over a new laptop. Unexpected program seizures are occasionally unpleasant that can often be solved by a simple
reboot. A system crash or hard drive meltdown, however, can make programs useless and destroy files for good – a particularly painful punishment made worse thanks to high capacity hard drives that allow large collections of music, video and photos. In other words, when you have everything, you have more to lose. It's all too easy for users to continue computing with abandon, only to turn apoplectic
when things eventually go wrong, but even in the face of such a computer disaster, there are still ways to solve problems and recover data as long as you understand what can happen and plan for the inevitable. SOFTWARE AND OS PROBLEMSSoftware and operating system crashes come about for many reasons. Newly installed applications may conflict with existing applications. Memory-hogging
programs can force computers to steal resources from each other until the whole system grinds to a halt. Poor system file updates can destroy the underlying instructions in your computer's operating core — the kernel — and turn the computer into endless loops and fatal errors. When Windows users experience a fatal error, they are treated to the aptly named Blue Screen of Death, that blue-backed
diagnostic screen that announces system errors with error messages, hexadecimal codes and recommendations for further action. their own version, Spinning Beach Ball of Death - a waiting marker like the PC's hourglass, which can mean everything from a program is loading to the computer being hung up and needs to be restarted. Older Macs, more descriptively, used a pop-up box showing a bomb with
a security on. Fortunately, there are some basic steps to revive systems after a crash, as well as utilities and if necessary third-party services to help return operations to normal. Sometimes, a simple restart is enough to reset the machine and get it to work again, while at worst, drives must be wiped clean and programs reinstalled from scratch. HARDWARE AND HARD DRIVE PROBLEMSProblems with
the machines themselves on a computer can pose a more challenging problem. The guts of a computer can clog, wear down or fry. Replacing parts and reinstallation drivers can usually extend the life of a failing machine, but when the problem originates from a hard drive, it is not the machines but the potentially irreplaceable data inside that is most at risk. Hard drives are not as cordial as their names may
involve. They operate pretty much like small turntables: Disk casks encased in driven shell spin around at about 150 miles per hour, while delicate read/write heads run back and forth above the surface, held up by a cushion of air. A patch of dust or grains of sand on the surface can break the arm's pillow, causing the head to crash into the plate, scrape the surface and destroy the data. Drive engine
bearings can also provide over time, turning the happy whir of a working hard drive into a grinding squeal. Most hard drives are rated for hundreds of thousands of hours of hassle-free operation, but there are obvious exceptions. Hard drive errors abound and grow more likely the longer the drives are in use. Hard drives in mobile computers and take-along gadgets like music and gamers, due to their very
portability, are even more likely to take a drive-destroying tumble dryer. PROFESSIONAL HELPProblems are usually beyond the average home user's abilities – especially after a drive has suffered physical damage. If you want to save the remnants of computer data after a real hardware disaster, you may need to turn to professional help. Fortunately, there are many data recovery services that specialize
in saving information from damaged hard drives and proud of their ability to salvage data from computers that have been shot at, flooded and otherwise rendered useless. Companies like Ontrack Data Recovery, DriveSavers and Data Recovery Group can carefully clean, read and reconstruct information from damaged drives' leftovers, often making them readable again for a fee of as much as $2,000 for a
whole drive's worth of data. ARE YOU GONE FOREVER? When hard drive content has become so corrupted that even professionals can't help, users must accept that their data is gone – but only gone forever if there is no other copy. The to learn is to sew up data often. Making copies of important files should be a regular affair, made easier by keeping personal files organized, knowing which files are
most important and arranging for them to be backed up at least once a week. There are many ways to eat data. Look to programs like Argentum Backup for a simple backup solution. The $25 program will root through personal programs, folders and mail programs to store information and settings. A more comprehensive solution to recover from a data crash is to use an image program like Norton Ghost
that takes a snapshot of a computer's entire hard drive and stores it as a single file. Users on household networks may have multiple machines to organize, but there are options to automate backups across widely used computers as well, including using a dedicated external drive for backups and special network software like Mirra Personal Server.Will things improve? The upcoming Windows Vista
operating system is supposedly more stable, and will reduce the number of crashes occurring with XP and previous versions. By separating software and hardware drivers from the Vista system's core, designers hope to prevent total computer shutdowns when a piece finally fails. Interenet-based services may also get to provide more reliable off-site backup for important files. Web-based email and online
storage for photos and files on portal and community sites is already of no use, but navigating Internet folders can be slow, space may be limited and there is no guarantee information will be kept forever, making it ultimately the responsibility of users to keep an eye on their own information. Tim Gnatek is a regular contributor to the New York Times. Talk about being lucky. Say what you will about rallying,
but the drivers involved race on some of the most treacherous roads known to man. Unlike other types of racing, rally drivers don't have barricades or runoff areas where they can stop they're vehicles from careening away from the track. What we have here is the French rallyist Robert Consani in the final round of the ERA in Zin, Czech Republic. Unfortunately, Consani cut a right-handed corner a little too
tightly and this is the aftermath of a split second error. Incredibly, Consani and his co-driver manage to walk away from the crash, which shows how the safety features of a racing vehicle actually save lives. You'd like to see this crash a few times. I know that many investors follow contexts as if they were gospel. But do they really understand what a relationship represents? You see, the markets are not
linear. While two different markets can travel in the same direction for a period of time unless you understand each chart on your own, how will you ever know when an apparent correlation will break? And if you assume that they will adapt indefinitely, how long does for you to cut your losses in determining that an apparent correlation has Remember, when you follow a context, all you do is assume a
relationship will continue indefinitely in a linear manner, despite the fact that markets are simply not linear in nature. As an example, back in 2016, I began to warn members of Elliott'swavetrader that there are many well-maintained correlations that are establishing themselves to break down. And I based this on the underlying charts we tracked across the markets. Then in January 2017, ZeroHedge
published an article about break downs in market correlations in which Morgan Stanley publicly noted that we haven't seen a shift that seriously in over a decade. However, there are times when the underlying charts support correlations that many follow. And at this point, I'm tracking an apparent correlation that seems to support the underlying theory of most market participants. And that is the link between
the US dollar and the metals market. Firstly, I would like to begin with our long-term analysis of the US dollar. Back in mid-2011, DXY hitting levels as low as the 73 region as the Fed threw QE at the market, making everyone confident that the USD would go down. But despite all the expectations of what QE was going to do for the dollar, I began to call for a multi-year rally in DXY with a target in the 103.50
region. For those who count, it's an expectation of a 41% rally in DXY. Usually it's a big step in itself for DXY. But with the Fed pushing QE, many saw this as a ridiculous expectation. Well, as we now know, DXY rallied from that time until it hit a high of 103.82 five and a half years later. But at this point, and based on the current structure I've been tracking in DXY, we seem to be creating a decline phase
that could take DXY back down toward the 84 region within the next few years. Most specifically, back in early October, DXY moved into the target area, we identified our members as completing a potential larger topping structure. Since then, DXY has given us a 5-wave decline from the high hit in early October. When we see a 5-wave decline from a target top, it most often signals a change of trend based
on our Elliott Wave analysis. That is why we believe that the US dollar has started a major phase of decline, which is likely to lead us into the 2021 timeframe. Moreover, with metals currently setting up for what may be a perennial rally as well (as I discussed in my previous metals articles), this is a commonly held correlation belief that seems to be supported by the underlying charts we track. While we will
continue to track these charts in our ElliottWaveTrader.net service as we progress in the coming years, for now this is what these two charts tell us on their own, and not just based on the widespread belief in their contexts. See chart that illustrates our wave count on us index (DXY). Avi Avi is a much-followed Elliott Wave analyst and founder of ElliottWaveTrader.net, a live trading room featuring its
analysis of the S&P 500, precious metals, oil &amp; USD, plus a team of analysts covering a number of other markets Image by Foto-Rabe from Pixabay Pixabay
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